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Abstract. The paper concentrates on the problem of design of operation system 

for modern UAV based on statistical data processing procedures. Modern UAV 

is a complex system that contains mechanical, electronic and aerodynamic 

components. Operation system performs the function of equipment efficiency 

and reliability providing. In general case, operation system consists of equip-

ment, processes, personnel, documentation, control and measuring devices, etc. 

This system structure is considered according to adaptability, control and data 

processing principles. Adaptability is considered as the main property of the 

operation system that allows providing efficient UAV intended use in priori un-

certainty conditions. Authors substantiate the efficiency indicator that takes into 

account effectiveness, time resources and costs. The three strategies of opera-

tion system elements inspection are considered. The first strategy (catchall in-

spection) is associated with simultaneous inspection of all elements of operation 

system. The second strategy (sliding window inspection) provides some prede-

termined elements inspection. The third strategy (random inspection) is associ-

ated with random selection of elements for inspection. Analytical formulas for 

the third strategy are obtained based on Markov circuit tool. Analysis of three 

strategies for UAV inspection proved the advantages of catchall inspections.  

Keywords: UAV, operation system, efficiency, adaptability, statistical data 

processing.  

1 Introduction 

Today unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used in different branches of human 

activity [1]. The UAV is technical equipment that contains mechanical, electronic and 

aerodynamic components [2]. In the literature devoted to the UAV, different authors 

consider it hardware and software parts. There are three options of software: 

1. Software for UAV control (generation and processing of control signals). 

2. Software for implementation of UAV’s functional purpose (signal generation 

and processing after observation for the different objects, these signals transmitting 

for customer, etc.). 
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3. Software for UAV’s operational data monitoring (diagnostic variables monitor-

ing and processing, reliability parameters monitoring and processing, decision making 

about preventive and corrective actions, etc.). 

The third option of software is included in the operation system (OS) [3]. The OS 

plays an important place during UAV efficiency providing [4]. 

Modern UAV is complex technical system that controlled by several operators. 

Therefore, the OS of modern UAV should be considered as object of design and im-

provement. 

Analysis showed that the modern challenge during UAV operation is artificial in-

telligence principles utilization. These principles allow providing efficient intended 

use of equipment in conditions that had not been taken into account during design 

stage. 

2 Literature Analysis and Problem Statement 

Literature [5 – 10] analysis showed that operation system contains the equipment (in 

this case UAV), processes, documentation, personnel, measuring equipment, re-

sources, etc. The main process in OS is UAV intended use [11]. Other processes are 

additional. 

The OS can be considered as an object of design and improvement especially in 

terms of intellectualization [12]. 

The sufficient attention is paid to the first and second option of UAV software [13; 

14], but the third software option is not enough considered in scientific literature. 

More over, the questions of UAV usage in the airspace are not considered in 

Ukrainian domestic regulatory documentations in civil aviation branch. The standard-

ization issues for maintenance and reliability of UAV and other aviation equipment 

are presented in [15 – 18]. According to these documents, different maintenance strat-

egies are developed, e.g. MSG-1, MSG-2, MSG-3 [19]. 

Methodology of UAV operation system design is considered in [12]. The authors 

concentrate on four principles: adaptation, aggregation, system approach and process 

approach. According to modern researches in software branch, these principles should 

be supplemented by other results associated with intelligence system utilization. 

The corrective and preventive actions are implemented based on the results of sta-

tistical data processing [20]. The origin data for processing are diagnostic variables or 

reliability parameters.  

The technical condition of UAV can change during operation. This change causes 

to nonstationarity in trends of diagnostic variables or reliability parameters. Analysis 

of such processes can allow predicting residual life time of UAV. In literature these 

problems are called changepoint analysis [21]. Timely and correct detection of 

changepoint increases efficiency of corrective and preventive actions. 

For comparative analysis of statistical data processing results, it is necessary to 

choose the efficiency indicator. Different types of efficiency indicator in OS are con-

sidered in [22]. Efficiency is system property to achieve the aim. So efficiency should 

depend on effectiveness, cost, time resources. 
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The aim of operation system is to provide the required level of efficiency at the ob-

servation time. This aim can be achieved through statistical data processing proce-

dures usage and corrective and preventive actions generation and implementation. 

The OS efficiency is the following function: 

 Ef)/,,,(Ef obsTDRAf


, 

where A


 is a vector of statistical data processing algorithms, 


 is a vector of OS 

components conditions, R


 is a vector of requirements for OS components, D


 is a 

vector of possible decision making, obsT  is a observation time in sliding window,   

is a range of possible values of efficiency. 

In this paper the dependence of efficiency on vector of statistical data processing 

algorithms will be researched. From mathematical point of view this problem can be 

solved through choosing the best algorithm A


 for maximum efficiency providing: 

max)/,,,( obs  TDRAf


. 

3 The Operation System Structure 

The structure of OS is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The UAV OS structure 

International civil aviation organization generates standards and recommendations for 

national aviation administration in the branch of UAV operation. Ministry of infra-

structure of Ukraine regulates the question of airspace usage by UAV, inspects avia-

tion organizations from the safety point of view, etc.  

Customers form requirements for types and characteristics of UAVs. These re-

quirements are taken into account by design and operation organizations. The UAV 

specialists are trained in education institutions. 
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Operation organization is the main component of OS structure. Control system for 

OS inspects UAV components, processes the statistical data, generates and imple-

ments corrective and preventive actions. 

The control system interacts with all elements in Fig. 1 in case of intelligence prin-

ciples based mode usage. 

The generalized diagram of processing procedure is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The generalized diagram of processing procedure 

Fig. 2 shows the basic principles of efficiency estimation and control. There are pro-

cedures of conformity assessment, formation and implementation of control actions, 

efficiency estimation during regular mode. In case of intelligence based mode the 

additional procedures are executed when efficiency decreases. 

The authors assumed that the problem of efficiency decreasing can be solved based 

on artificial intelligence principles utilization. 

Let’s consider the algorithms for data processing according to Fig. 2. The list of al-

gorithms can be presented as: 

– 1A  is an algorithm of data collecting; 

– 2A  is an algorithm of conformity assessment; 

– 3A  is an algorithm of parameters stability assessment in case of changepoint; 

– 4A  is an algorithm of preventive and corrective actions formation; 

– 5A  is an algorithm of preventive and corrective actions implementation; 
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– 6A  is an algorithm of decision making about efficiency providing after control 

actions implementation; 

– 7A  is an algorithm of decision making about additional data processing proce-

dures; 

– 8A  is an algorithm of decision making about usage of intelligence based proce-

dures; 

– 9A  is an algorithm of statistical processing for diagnostic variables; 

– 10A  is an algorithm of statistical processing for reliability parameters. 

Algorithms 7A , 8A , 9A , 10A  have complex structure and contain the set of proce-

dures.  

All algorithms are generalized. For detailed description of algorithms, it is neces-

sary to solve synthesis and analysis problems, to choice best option for criterion of 

maximum efficiency, etc. Initial information for synthesis and analysis problems is 

measured data trends model.  

Considered algorithms contain detection, estimation, filtration, extrapolation, in-

terpolation, and other procedures. There are algorithms with known sample size, and 

sequential algorithms. The sequential procedures have advantages in duration of deci-

sion making [23]. 

Usage of adaptability principles is based on the following approaches:  

– logic based solution finding;  

– fuzzy logic; 

– Bayesian network; 

– adaptable learning after observation; 

– semantic network; 

– neural network, etc [24; 25]. 

More over, during diagnostic variables measuring, expert evaluation and subjective 

probability based estimates can be used [26].  

There are different types of adaptation:  

1) adaptation to the models and models parameters;  

2) adaptation to the external conditions;  

3) adaptation to internal changes in OS;  

4) adaptation to the new requirements of regulatory and normative documents;  

5) adaptation to OS aims, etc. 

4 Efficiency of Inspection Strategies 

Let’s consider the problem of efficiency indicator substantiation based on the analysis 

of different strategies of UAV OS components inspection. The efficiency indicator 

takes into account the probability of correct detection of unconformities in the OS and 

operational costs. In the general case, the numerical values of the efficiency indicator 

are random variables, so we can use its statistical characteristics, e.g. mean value. 

Let the operation system of UAV contains N  components. Each component can 

be in one of two conditions: serviceable and failure.  
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Serviceable condition corresponds to the case of component compliance with es-

tablished requirements. Failure condition corresponds to the case without compliance 

with established requirements. Let the quantity of components with failure is n . 

The value n  is a discrete random variable in the range ];0[ N . The failure can oc-

cur with failure rate )(t . Assume that during the inspection, new failures can’t oc-

cur. The operational cost of one inspection is C . 

The mathematical expectation of the probability of correct detection is defined as:  

 
n
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Dm
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 , (1) 

where )(1 nm  is a mathematical expectation of detected unconformities number, obsТ  

is an observation interval (the sum of OS functioning time OST  and inspection proce-

dure time t ). 

The mathematical expectation of the efficiency indicator can be represented as: 
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m , (2) 

where C  is a total cost for OS components inspections, maxC  is a maximum allow-

able costs for operation. 

Variables )(1 Dm  and Ef)(1m  are in the range ]1;0[ . 

Let consider three strategies: 

1) catchall inspection (all N  elements of operation system are simultaneously in-

spected during time t ) – CI strategy; 

2) sliding window inspection (all N  elements of operation system are inspected 

during m  inspection procedure each of which is characterized by time t ) – SWI 

strategy; 

3) random inspection (at each of m  inspections, M  components are verified ran-

domly so that the total number of verified components is a random variable in the 

interval ];[ NM ) – RI strategy. 

In the case of CI strategy mathematical expectation of the probability of correct de-

tection and the mathematical expectation of the efficiency indicator can be calculated 

according to the following equations: 
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In the case of SWI strategy according to equation (1) and (2) the probability of correct 

detection and the efficiency can be presented as follows: 
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In case of RI strategy, it can be written: 
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In this equation 
)(m

jp  is a final probability that characterize the random selection of 

M  elements from N  among which n  elements don’t conform the requirements 

during m  inspections procedures.  

The system condition for the random inspection can be described using the graph 

(see Fig. 3), and the definition of the calculation formulas is carried out using the 

Markov model, for which the final probabilities are determined on the basis of the 

transition matrix of conditional probabilities. 

 

Fig. 3. The system condition graph: condition 0 – no unconformities were detected, condition 1 

– only one unconformity was detected, …., condition n – all n unconformities were detected. 

The final probability depends on m  and can be written as: 
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N
m , jiP  is a conditional probability of ij   unconformities detec-

tion in the next stage of inspection if i  unconformities are detected during previous 

stages. In this case: 
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Comparing obtained equations for different inspection strategies, it can be concluded 

that UAV OS efficiency in case of the first strategy of catchall inspection more than 

efficiency for both considered the second (SWI) and third (RI) strategies, i.e. 
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So the first strategy of UAV OS components inspection has efficiency exactly in m  

times higher compared with the second strategy and at least in m  times compared 

with the third strategy (as njp

n

j

m
j 

0

)(
) [28-32].  

Let’s consider the numerical example of different strategies efficiency calculation. 

Let UAV OS contains 50N  components with 10n  unconformities among them. 

The quantity of inspections 5m , the time of OS functioning 1000OS T  hours, 

inspection duration 4t  hours, total costs 5000max C  usd, operational cost 

10C  usd, failure rate 01.0)(  t  unconformity per hour.  

So mathematical expectation of detected unconformities number 051.7)(1 nm . 

According to obtained formulas can be get 

996.0)CI/(1 Dm ,  

9.0)CI/Ef(1 m ,  
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2.0)SWI/(1 Dm ,  

18.0)SWI/Ef(1 m , 

14.0)RI/(1 Dm ,  

13.0)RI/Ef(1 m .  

So in this case the best option is the strategy of catchall inspection. 

5 Conclusions 

Analysis showed that not enough attention is paid to systematic review of UAV OS. 

Therefore, the OS structure is proposed based on system approach and control theory. 

Authors concentrated on consideration of control system for UAV OS. Control sys-

tem collects and processes statistical operational data from all OS components; such 

approach allows making decision about corrective and preventive actions.  

The generalized diagram of processing procedure is considered in the paper. This 

diagram suggests two modes of OS: regular mode and adaptable mode. The adaptabil-

ity principles utilization expands the possibilities of flexible control of UAV opera-

tion. Three strategies of OS components inspection were analyzed. The numerical 

example showed advantages of catchall inspection. 
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